CALFORD

Photograph to seven figures in angstroms, Harrison stated, will record the wave developed in his laboratories, Professor Ralph E. Wolfe, professor of Aeronautical Engineering, said, "The measurements are obtained which are precise to one trillionth of an inch."

Speed Important Development

the father of modern Thermodynamics, Rumford, was due to lose, according to Wright, and there is plenty of spirit. He asked the Sophomores to turn out for the practice and to work hard. The Sophomore rally will be the next week. The next Sophomore rally will be Monday, October 23.

 nunford Award
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parts in forty million. In this way measurement are obtained which are precise to one trillionth of an inch."

speed Important Development

One of the automatic instruments developed in his laboratories, Professor Harrison stated, will record the wave of 0.003 meter length on a photographic paper in figures in angstroms in 10 seconds instead of the one week which was formerly required.

The medals were first awarded just two years ago in connection with the work of Dr. Ralph E. Wolfe, professor of Aeronautical Engineering, and George D. Keating. "Let's win Field Day and break the jinx," concluded Keating.

Rally Talks on Football

Rally to be held at 4:00 P.M. American Student Union Meeting - Room 2-390.

S:00 P.M. M.I. Student Clinical Society Meeting - Room 6-120.

7:00 P.M. Hockey Rally - East Lounge.

6:00 P.M. M.I. Chemical Society Meeting - Room 6-120.

8:00 P.M. Alpha Pi Omicron Meeting - East Lounge.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 19

10:00-11:00 P.M. Pistol Team Tryout - Rifle Range.

5:00 P.M. Goldmine Initiation Meetings - East Lounge.

7:00 P.M. Boy's Work Division of T.E.A. - Room 2-391.

6:00 P.M. Sophomore Deen Dinner - North Hall.

6:30 P.M. Interfraternity Council Dinner - Faculty Dining Hall.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 18

2:30 P.M. Student Foreign Committee Meeting - Silver Room.

5:00 P.M. Field Team Tryout - Rifle Range.

6:00 P.M. Senior House Dinner - North Hall.

6:00 P.M. Tech Deen Club Meeting - West Lounge.

7:00 P.M. Hockey Rally - East Lounge.

8:00 P.M. M.I. Chemical Society Meeting - Room 6-120.

8:00 P.M. Alpha Pi Omicron Meeting - East Lounge.

The casts for these plays announced at the dinner include Joseph E. Dietz, '41, Robert Liebman, '43, and Marie Anton, '43.

Lasell Junior College Play

Four Tech men will take the male parts in a play to be produced by Lasell Junior College in November. The play is "I Have Fire Daughters," and the men Chester Ross, G., Louis Rosenblum, '42, Peter F. Stotes, '43, and Louis A. King, '43.

Staff Changes
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of navigation instruments. He is particularly noted for an instrument used in the study of vibrations in engines and planes. This device makes possible investigation of flutter of first surfaces and acceleration in flight under various engineering conditions. He has been in charge of the Department of Aeronautical Engineering Instrument Laboratory since its establishment; under his direction teaching in this field has steadily increased.

Following undergraduate study at Stanford University, Professor Preger came to Technology, where he was awarded the degree of Bachelor of Science in 1938 and 1942 respectively. He then joined the instruction staff and was made an assistant professor in 1943 being promoted to associate professor a year later.

Four Resignations Announced

The resignations announced were those of Dr. Horace T. Mass, associate professor in Mining, Carl Sagan, instructor in Naval Aeronautical Engineering, Frederick P. Sackheim, instructor in Electrical Engineering, and John H. Fitzgerald, instructor in Military Science.

Those added to the Institute's staff as instructors are: Sergeant Ward B. Cavali and Sergeant Alfred H. Hall in Military Science, Frederick R. Bosin in Marine Engineering, Martin F. Prisuet in Architecture, Christian E. Grossner in Mechanical Engineering, Walter W. Robertson in Naval Architecture, and Philip C. Helf in Civil Engineering.

Course XVI Gets Appointments

The list also included the appointment of seven research assistants, two teaching fellows, nine assistants, two researchers, three student assistants, one radiology assistant, and one radiology assistant in Aeronautical Engineering.
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